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MARS REPUBLISHES EMILY CRAGG’S LETTER TO THE NSA

Since I retired on disability, I became suspicious
of NASA's photo process due to absolutely
strange photo characteristics they openly
publish. For the past two years, I have isolated,
and informed NASA of, defects in their photo
processing department, relative to resolution,
skew, scale, hue and contrast. I have sent
NASA literally hundreds of samples of faulty
photos; I have called and written their managers.
Silence has been the outcome.
Andrew D. Basiago, president, Mars Anomaly
Research Society (MARS): Shortly after I
published my paper The Discovery of Life on
Mars in 2008, I was contacted by Emily Cragg, a
retired digital image technician for Xerox from
San Jose, California. She stated that not only
Mars but other celestial bodies in our solar
system, including the Moon, harbor life. In this
letter to the National Security Agency (below),
Cragg relates her efforts to reveal that the
images produced by NASA show evidence of
intentional manipulation by the space agency
designed to conceal from the American people
and the people of Planet Earth that we inhabit
an inhabited solar system. MARS salutes the
efforts that Emily Cragg is making to hold NASA
accountable for its disinformation and also to
have NASA fulfill the mission that it was given in
the NASA Act of 1958 to foster "the expansion of
human knowledge of... space." Living and future
generations deserve nothing less from the
government of the greatest nation on Earth.
*****
December 2, 2009
NSA, Gentlemen:
My name is Emily Cragg and in my working life I
was a digital image technician for Xerox
Corporation from 1973 to 1978. My job was to
"correct" the copies of my customers so they
would reflect the original documents' pixels.

The fact is, NASA's photos tell a false story. I am
high-lighting and articulating the falseness of
NASA's story on Facebook, because Mr.
Michael Cabbage, NASA HQ, and Guy Webster,
NASA-JPL, tell me I should publicize these
errors any which way I can, including putting
their reprocessed photos into newspapers, on
web-pages, anywhere that will accept same. I
have called these NASA managers, time-aftertime, and pleaded with them to come to some
negotiable agreement about telling the truth in
their photos; but the only response I get is
microwave bursts in the middle of the night, to
silence me in my bed.
When is the US Government going to stop lying
to the scientific community and the people? The
Moon is not 2,000 miles in diameter; it is not a
quarter of a million miles out. Copernicus Crater
is the size of a football field, not 92 kilometers,
the distance from San Jose to Sacramento.
What rationale is there for absolutely fabricating
and confabulating the truth about our Moon and
the planets in this solar system? Why can't our
children know there are humans all over this
solar system? Why are we still pre-Copernican
demagogues?
I will not stop telling people the truth that NASA
is lying. And you are the guys who own NASA.
When are you going to get real?
Emily Cragg, B.S., M.A.
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